1. On each edge e t of a tetrahedron T, let n i ^ 0 points be selected and each joined by a triangular plane segment to the corresponding opposite edge of T. In [1] we proved that the number C of disjoint cells formed inside T satisfies
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where a l is the sum of the six n h o 2 is the sum of the 15 products n t nj with 1 ^ i < j ^ 6, and a% is the sum of the 16 products w f H/i fc for which the corresponding edges do not form a triangular path on T and 1 ^ i < j < k ^ 6. The equality holds if and only if the triangular plane segments are in 'interior general position," i.e., no three meet in an interior line segment and no four meet in an interior point of T.
In this note we announce the analogous result for a dissected simplex 
